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Abstract

The aim of this research is to analyse the mutual in uence in the process 
of negotiating or -home boundaries and personal and social identity or, 
in other ords, to study the method of adapting and managing domestic 
and professional con icts hich interfere ith the harmony of evangelical 

pastors  or  and personal lives  e conducted a qualitative study in order to achieve 
the proposed aims, involving an interpretative approach ith the pastors of a specific 
ecclesiastical institution: The Assemblies of God in Brazil. A total of 20 interviews were 
held, and, follo ing coding procedures, boundary- or  tactics, hose taxonomy falls 

ithin physical, behavioural, temporal and communicative dimensions, ere found  
he results revealed that the sharp distinction seen as that the subjects ere more 

likely to mingle interactions in work-home boundaries. The boundary-negotiation tactics 
ere sho n to be multi-functional, as they have dual function techniques, used both 

to segment and integrate the work-home boundary.

Keywords: Organizational management. Negotiation tactics. Religious 
environment. Social behaviour. Physical and emotional strain.

limiteS daS fronteiraS traBalho-lar: um eStudo 
SoBre o cotidiano doS miniStroS eVangélicoS

Resumo

Objetivou-se com esta pesquisa analisar a in u ncia m tua presente 
no processo de negociação das fronteiras trabalho-lar e de identidade 
pessoal e social, ou seja, procurou-se estudar o método de adaptação e 
gerenciamento dos con itos domésticos e profissionais que interferem na 

harmonia do trabalho e do lar dos ministros evangélicos  Para alcançar os fins propostos 
condu iu-se um estudo qualitativo envolvendo uma abordagem interpretativa junto 
aos ministros de uma específica instituição eclesi stica  Assembleias de Deus no rasil  

o total reali aram-se  entrevistas, que após os procedimentos de codificação 
foram encontradas t ticas de manejo de fronteiras, cuja taxionomia se enquadra nas 
dimens es física, comportamental, temporal e comunicativa  Os resultados revelaram 
que a distinção marcante percebida foi a de que os sujeitos tendem mais para integração 
em suas interaç es nas fronteiras trabalho-lar  As t ticas de negociação das fronteiras 
se revelaram multifuncionais, pois são técnicas de dupla função utili adas tanto para 
segmentar quanto para integrar o trabalho-lar  

Palavras-chave: estão organi acional  ticas de negociação  Ambiente 
religioso  Comportamento social  estão de con itos
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Introduction

Today s societies have emerged as a cluster of different intricate and globali ed 
arrangements, hich have proliferated under varying administrative 
structures, namely  state, private, educational and religious institutions, 
associations and non-governmental organi ations, among others  As an 

alternative, a number of tensions, such as internal (self-employed or ers, human 
resources and or  teams) and external pressure (the mar et, politics and economics) 
stemming from these typical characteristics demand a better understanding of ho  
individuals interact or adapt to con icts hich arise on account of these interactions 
(DIE L  A I ,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, a  )  

reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( ) call one of the generali ed analyses of 
these “work-home disharmony” tensions involving challenges related to activities 
linked to work and home.

Against this bac ground, bringing for ard the expression of limits or boundary 
or , ippert-Eng ( ) mentions t o distinct categori ations  home and or  

Individuals attribute different meanings to these t o constructs, resulting, at one 
moment, from distinct groups coming together and, at another, the segregation of 
these groups through a mental process ( ER A EL, )  hus, to ippert-Eng 
( ), behaviour is subject to alternatives as one prefers to segment it or integrate 
it ith domestic life  nderstanding these limits and their individual and organi ational 
identities favour future adaptations to the corporate and institutional environment 
( IPPER -E ,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )

In order to support this topic, recent investigations into these actions, called 
boundary or , concentrated their inquiries on organi ational procedures ( REI ER  

OLLE S E S EEP, b  DI ERS et al , ), the need to preserve additional 
resources, aiming to ards a balance of the or -family interface ( ALL  ALL,  
RO  DA ID, )  cultural in uences and use of or -home communication (CLAR , 

 DI ERS et al ,  I ,  AD I S  PRE EA , )  o ever, other 
studies evaluated the importance of informal organi ational support, describing the 
importance of investigating con icts generated in the or -home interface ( E SO , 

 REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, c  RO ERSO ,  SA - ER EL,  
APP et al , )

Bearing in mind boundary work dynamics and two distinct categorizations that 
individuals attribute to their or  and homes, and the con icts hich arise from 
these interactions, being motivated by economic, personal or vocational needs, the 
follo ing research problem emerges  ho  does the impact of social identity contribute 
to evangelical pastors managing the inconsistencies designed ithin or -home 
boundary limits?

In order to investigate this issue, this research as based on the theory of or -
home boundaries and on the context of a religious universe connecting it ith the theory 
of identity  Due to the intense commitment required in exercising the function, these 
evangelical pastors represent a specific social group ith unprecedented demands on 
the or -home boundary, ma ing this research challenging  hus, the goal of this study 

as to analyse, identify, classify and discuss the tactics for negotiating boundary limits 
that these evangelical pastors adopted, as ell as identifying the identity demands 
and tension prevailing in this correlation  

his study is justified by the need to expand no ledge on boundary theory in its 
fields of or  and home as, according to reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( ), it aims 
to understand ho  theoretical precepts can regulate and enrich domestic, vocational 
and professional relationships  he advancement that is proposed is furthering this 
investigation into a religious environment culturally distinct from the object of reiner, 

ollensbe and Sheep s studies ( a  )  herefore, and according to ofstede 
( ), culturally spea ing it is a much more male environment in hich there is 
no female presence in the ecclesiastical ministry on account of specific criteria  

evertheless, its ecclesiastical management presents particularities hen compared 
to the ay that episcopal bishops govern related to the considerations made by these 
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authors  hus, models and practices have been adopted ceremonially on a daily basis, 
in response to the internal pressures from this social group but ith fe  substantial 
adulterations  his cultural phenomenon is identified via discrete, separate episodes 

hile simultaneously conserving coexistence and co-dependency
Consequently, the display of entrepreneurial culture seen in the ecclesiastical 

context is made present through the belief in free enterprise as a primordial factor for 
ecclesiastical and sacerdotal expansion  of administrative management as the minister s 
form of personal a rmation of his parishioners by sociali ing collective ell-being  
and employing the rudiments of the pastoral vie point in a business environment, by 
using the exclusive benefits of business management or, that is, using metaphorical 
ey ords in the dialectics ith his community, such as success, innovation and 

excellence, thereby forging a parallelism bet een the elements of faith and those of 
business management  In these terms, this population has distinct characteristics, 
thereby ma ing the interest in this investigation unique and pronounced

On the assumption that or , culture, gender and or -home demographics 
are specific to each individual, the study of the Evangelical pastors  universe may 
fill this investigatory shortcoming, since recent research has not focused on distinct 
environments in the corporate orld  he context of the research is materiali ed by 
accessing harmoni ed conduct and values in a metaphorical parallelism bet een 
capitalist management versus the protestant vocation, in an abstract environment 
and, consequently, developed by the acuity of re ective aptitude in a moral dialectic  
reiner, ollensbe and Sheep s research ( ) and that of this study is characteri ed 

as an exception to most research on the or -home boundary, hich focuses on 
private corporations  

o ever, the perception of the integrations and demands of social identity are 
manifested as predominant for social assimilation hich de-personali e the concept 
and allo  categories such as race, sex, occupational roles, organi ational associations 
and so on ( RE ER,  ROCCAS  RE ER,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, 

c) to be added  hese specificities of inclusion and the uniqueness of social identity, 
if attained, ill provide the ideal balance to achieve a level of reduction in stress and 
other inconsistencies, as ell as increased ell-being and satisfaction ( RE ER, 

 ROCCAS  RE ER, )  hese authors argue that individual identities 
conjecture double compassionate obligations hich are constantly straining against 
each other and hich also distinguish individuals from each other  One is re ected 

ith a characteristic of inclusion, hich re ects the follo ing question  o  am I 
similar to others  ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, c, p  ) and the other is 
judged ith a property of the uniqueness, re ecting the follo ing question  o  am 
I different from others  ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, c, p  )

he contribution of reiner, ollensbe and Sheep s ( ) research is in the 
perception that the or -home boundary reveals spaces of continuous negotiation 

hich are integrated or segmented in different degrees  herefore, it as possible to 
go deeper into the dominant tactic analyses hen it comes to con ict management 
and the comprehension of the consequences generated by these tensions ithin the 
limits of the aforementioned boundary. Another interesting contribution of this research 
is the improvement and advancement in understanding ho  individuals manage 
their boundary limits ith the various tactics adopted  ence, this no ledge can 
contribute to developing the theory in or -home relations ( APP et al , ) and 
in understanding the reach of social identities as a regulatory and categorical element 
of work-home interrelations.

In reiner, ollensbe and Sheep s ( a  ) analysis, it is understood 
that some of the data observed varied bet een very simple tactics and profound 
in uences  Follo ing this line of investigation, and according to Eby et al  ( ), it 
aimed to re ect on its orientation in order to focus more on ho  and less on ho  
many , related to research on or -home interactions  Seen in these terms, to hetten 
( , p  ) it is preferable that qualitative changes in the theory s boundaries are 
investigated  ( E E ,  AR A A, ), and there is a need for feedbac  
cycles  ( E E , , p  )  Li e ise, in s ( ), intent is further study in this 
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direction by replicating the phenomenon researched  Also, according to ehson ( ), 
the systematic replication of a study using different samples and measurements is 
fruitful to generali e the results, diminishing its limitations and, according to ehson 
and ro n ( ), the possibility of generali ing from a single, although exceptional, 
qualitative investigation is limited

See ing to achieve the aims desired for this research, the methodological 
investigation strategy to be follo ed as an inductive, interpretative and qualitative 
study, ith the application of semi-structured questionnaires, in order to explore and 
understand the meaning that the evangelical pastors attribute to a social or human 
di culty in their daily exchanges ( ODO ,  ERRIA ,  PO PAR , )  
As to the aims, the study is classified as descriptive and cross-sectional ( AIR J IOR 
et al ,  IL,  CRES EL,  I , )

The boundary theory 

he boundary theory is ell- no n as a social classification theory ( ER A EL, 
), hich defines the ease and constancy to allo  the transition bet een distinct 

fields (AS FOR  REI ER  F A E, ), focusing on the meanings attributed by 
the subjects to the fields of or  and home ( IPPER -E , )

Work-home boundary limits

oundary limits are more easily maintained hen they are preserved separately 
and clearly, in such a ay that its understanding is not clouded  On the other hand, 
more integrated limits allo  role transition ith less di culty  hus, they can be defined 
as an experience ith distinct roles for, in some cases, it allo s for easier integration 
rather than segmentation, such as ta ing or  to be completed or carried out at 
home and not discussing family matters at the or place (DESROC ERS  SAR E , 

)  In this case, the distinction bet een the integration versus segmentation set 
of demands remains as a continuum in boundary theory ( IPPER -E , )

nder a social constructivist lens, the or -home interface is socially constructed 
( IPPER -E ,  CLAR , ) or, rather, the individual is conceived as an active 
agent in constructing work-home boundaries through interactions with other social 
agents  Furthermore, these boundaries are continually negotiated and transformed 
and the practical actions survive throughout time ithin these interactions ( REI ER  

OLLE S E  S EEP, )  Due to daily choices, every individual s or  and home 
fields can be consciously or subconsciously directed to some level of integration or 
segmentation  evertheless, in these terms, the environment may remain harmonious 
or disharmonious.

hese choices are partly these social actors  idiosyncratic demands, as a mental 
process of sculpting out the or -home fields as physical and real, segmented or 
integrated domains ( ER A EL,  IPPER -E , )  hus, it is a social 
construction, not ithstanding its individual aspect ( IPPER -E , )  Furthermore, 
the outline for the or -home definition is similar to the physical or mental procedure 
of sculpting  a fact, hich may imply endless differences ( ER A EL, )

he or -home boundary theory unravels the complex interaction bet een 
these fields  his theory see s to understand the differences bet een them, in hich 
one field has the potential to exercise in uence over the other  he primary correlation 
bet een or  and home aims to assume hen con icts ill occur on account of these 
interactions and, therefore, supply a structure to attain the balance desired bet een 
the parties  Although many aspects of or  and home are hard to alter, individuals may 
share various levels of the or  and home field and the connections present bet een 
them to reach the desired balance (CLAR , )  Consequently, this theory tends to 
simplify and order its environment, classifying personal behaviour and daily activities 
( IPPER -E ,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, a  )  It also see s 
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to give a meaning to multiple fields of experience, such as home, or  and church, 
based on presuppositions underlying a specific field limit, and, at times, attempting 
to predict a classification of these exchanges ( APP et al , )

An optical balance between work and home

For Ashforth, reiner and Fugate ( ), the daily role transitions hich involve 
home, or , church and other places are considered transition limits in these fields  
hus, for napp et al  ( ), these roles are constructed based on values, beliefs, 

standards, interaction styles and also on time hori ons usually associated ith a 
specific function  Consequently, a specific field constructs a set of prerequisites, 
responsibilities and even relevant ays to join them  hus, these roles are intrinsically 
lin ed to the ministers being emerged in the management inherent to their identities, 

hich are achieved to negotiate and refine the borders of social and personal identity, 
re ecting this connection to the consistencies and inconsistencies of or -home 
relations ( RE ER, ,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, c)  Consequently, 
according to Ashforth and ael ( ), the interested parties tend to select the 
activities coherent ith the most salient aspects of their identities and they support 
the institutions hich have these identifications  (p  )

According to reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( a), the balance bet een life at 
or  and life at home is a closely sought state but it is rarely achieved  Clar  ( ) 

defines balance as contentment and healthy performance ithin the realms of or  
and home, ith a minimum of role con icts  hus, individuals and organi ations are 
encouraged to be a are of the importance of achieving the balance required in these 
t o fields  herefore, these authors present boundary negotiation tactics, described as 
the actions required to improve this balance, and reduce or -home con icts, although 
at less than ideal levels ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, a  )  

he balance bet een or  and home means something different to different 
individuals  he combination of an individual s professional and family activities, and 
the relative time and energy spent in each field, may not be the combination that 
another individual would consider balanced. Balance is achieved when an individual 
feels comfortable ith the ay they allocate time and energy to responsibilities related 
to or  and home, in an integrated or segmented ay (CLAR , )

A permeable boundary involves a scope in hich a limit allo s the psychological 
or behavioural aspects of a field to enter the other (AS FOR  REI ER  F A E, 

 DESROC ERS  SAR E , )  Communication at home about or  and 
communication at or  about family alters according to the permeability of the or  
and home boundary  Individuals ho are engaged in this type of integration sho  
greater satisfaction in their or  and at home (CLAR , )  According to Shoc ley 
and Allen ( ), some forms of exibility provide advantages in terms of reducing 

or -family con icts in such a ay that they postulated that some individuals tend 
to benefit more from exible or  arrangements than others, on account of these 
individuals  idiosyncratic characteristics  

In order to better orient boundary conditions, the authors suggest that these 
characteristics are prevalent in individuals ho have greater responsibilities at home, 
such as omen ho go out to or  and also deal ith domestic chores  Similarly, 

hen the psychological boundary is exible, an individual can re ect on or  hile 
they are at home and can also re ect on their home hile they are at the or place  
hus, ideas, insights and emotions o  more easily bet een these fields hen the 

psychological boundary is exible (CLAR , )  herefore, hen the individuals are 
submerged in managing identity, they do it to adjust and refine the borders of personal 
and social identity (AS FOR  AEL,  REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, c)  

Follo ing this path, and in accordance ith these authors, exibility and 
permeability can harmoni e a possible con ict by allo ing an individual to ma e a field 
transition hen required  For example, an employee may be able to leave or  early 
to deal ith a problem at their church or vice-versa  On the other hand, nonchalance 
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may also exacerbate con icts by creating confusion bet een the individual and their 
defined role  According to Ashforth, reiner and Fugate ( ) and Clar  ( ), 
exible or  arrangements are formally defined as alternative or  choices hich 

allo  or  to be carried out outside traditional time or spatial limits in a or ing day
herefore, to this end, Clar  ( ) presents that, hen the fields are similar, 

a thin ea  boundary ill facilitate the or -home balance and, similarly, hen they 
are different, a thic strong boundary ill facilitate it  o ever, boundaries hich 
present very impermeable and in exible characteristics and do not allo  blending 
are considered strong  On the other hand, the boundaries hich allo  permeations 
and facilitate blending are exible and considered ea  enerally spea ing, the 
boundaries are stronger hen directed to ards the thinner field, although this may 
seem functional, as the immanent interests in a specific field may not be the same 
as the individual s interests  

hose ho control common boundaries are supervisors at or  and spouses at 
home  Other members of the field can be in uential in defining the field and boundaries 
but do not have the po er to cross that boundary, as they do not have the exibility 
required to deal ith these con icting idiosyncratic demands  o ever, frequent 
communication between those who control and cross these boundaries can assist in the 
sense of achieving a satisfactory level of engagement (CLAR , )  hus, the action 
of creating and maintaining an institutionalized limit makes the activity of integrating 
a field ith another confusing, that is, getting to another boundary by using a bridge  
According to the nature of or -home boundaries, roles tend to be more relevant 
in certain locations ( IPPER -E ,  CLAR , )  hese agents could create 
and maintain these boundaries as a ay of simplifying and ordering the environment

A mental boundary

In this sense, for erubavel ( ), mental fences are erected around 
geographical areas, historical events, people, ideas and so on, and are guided 
functionally or, alternatively, in another pertinent ay  his process comprises 
creating fields hich have specific meanings for those involved, creating and or 
maintaining their boundaries  Follo ing institutionali ation, the boundaries gain an 
authentic status, even if only mentally, in the sense that individuals see them as 
they are and act as if they ere real  or , home and church are examples of social 
fields erected by boundaries, although a specific field could be socially constructed, 
a place here these social actors can share their various meanings ( IPPER -E , 

 CLAR , )
ental boundaries preserve the idiosyncratic characteristics of each field of 

action  hese boundaries present distinct ays of ho  to mentally project the limit 
bet een or  and home, ith them no  favouring segmentation and integration  his 
cognitive boundary is in uenced by the structural characteristics of or  and home, 
such as the physical, social and cultural environment of each of these fields ( IPPER -
E ,  )  Consequently, the boundary theory explains ho  the mechanisms 
are constructed, modified and maintained, either individually or collectively, in these 
boundaries  herefore, these limits may refer to physical, temporal and cognitive limits 
(S DARA R  REI ER, )

o ever, ith hat could be freely defined as the boundary theory, the active 
agents explore the concept of this theory and share ho  a limit could be described 
in terms of the interface ith the environment (role of the boundary) and nature or 
content (role of identity)  he concept has been used in various subjects to refer to 
a physical, time, emotional, cognitive and relational limit, and conceptuali e them as 
separate entities ( IPPER -E ,  ER A EL,  AS FOR  REI ER  
F A E, )  hese agents may create and maintain these boundaries as a ay of 
simplifying and ordering the environment  hus, for erubavel ( ), mental fences 
are erected around geographical areas, historical events, people, ideas and so on, 
guided functionally or in another pertinent ay
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Summari ing, hen an individual places his her or  at an organi ation as a 
priority, the majority of his her ays and re ections revolve around this occupation 
and, thus, if there is excessive identification, authors (such as AS FOR  AEL, 

 RE ER,  ROCCAS  RE ER,  AS FOR  ARRISO  CORLE , 
 ARRA, FO SECA  AR ES, ) also confirm that in these circumstances 

individual identity is completely affected and subjugated to the identity connected to the 
organi ation  In this expectation, the individuals transfer their specific characteristics 
into the organi ation and absorb aspects of it, as if they ere inbuilt in themselves  
Consequently, it is attributed that, in this case, an a nity, bond and affection ith 
this organization remain in the individual.

Methodology

ith the aim of achieving the intended objectives, this research is presented 
qualitatively, ith an interpretive approach, favouring a rounded heory focus on 
data analysis  he ontological orientation observed as subject-object interaction, not 
considering the existence of a totally objective reality  it is an intersubjective reality 
( IL, )  he social constructivist epistemological position is an extremely useful 
research lens to study ho  reality is constructed through interactions bet een people and 
the orld in hich they live  boundary theory  ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )  

hus, according to Flores ( ) and Saccol ( ), the modus operandi et 
argumentandi of the philosophical instance, hich presented the basic presuppositions 
of a orld vision, as the interpretivist paradigm, as it see s to understand a social 
phenomenon from the participants  perspective  ith regards to the aims, the study 
is classified as descriptive and cross-sectional, in order to contribute to further studies 
( IL, )

Sample

he research subjects ere pastors a liated to the eneral Convention of the 
Assemblies of od in ra il (C AD ), ere married and, according to society, they led a 
traditional family life  herefore, they experience challenges in both boundary limits  As 
leaders of a religious institution, these evangelical pastors also simultaneously exercise 
various functions, such as budget management, hiring and dismissing assistants, 
accounts management and running meetings, among other tas s  

Furthermore, e established the criterion of eeping a lin  only ith the pastors 
ho ere considered the holders of adequate administrative and spiritual ecclesiastical 

experience, and hich could enable no ledge construction from personal experience 
in the face of these churches  For such, e selected Evangelical ministers aged bet een 

 and  years old as long as none of them had less than  years of ecclesiastical 
experience as a presiding pastor in a church a liated to the C AD  Due to this 
peculiarity, the pastoral ministry does not allo  females  e only considered male 
pastors hen composing this selection

Data collection

The selection of interviewees was by convenience and organized by the use of 
a technique called sno balling , as the participants ere reached through personal 
contacts, friends and acquaintances ( LASER  S RA SS,  IER AC I  ALDORF, 

 PEDER EIRAS et al , )  Construction of the research corpus demonstrates 
that the si e of the sample is relevant until there is evidence of data saturation ( LASER  
S RA SS,  PAI A J IOR  LE O  ELLO, )  Data collection as carried out 
by holding intervie s, according to a semi-structured script established by adapting 
the intervie  protocol used in reiner, ollensbe and Sheep s ( ) research  his 
script allo ed for greater freedom to pose related questions hich had not previously 
been anticipated, giving the research greater exibility
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In order to eliminate the inaccuracies of field notes and expand the detailing of 
access to the information attained, the contents of the intervie s ere recorded and 
transcribed ( ODOI  A DEIRA DE ELLO  DA SIL A, )  hree intervie s ere 
held at a location established a priori by each pastor, at a previously arranged time 
and date  he recordings only too  place after the intervie ees  permission as given, 
under the condition that their anonymity as protected  he respondents ere advised 
that their replies ould not be considered right or rong, nor ould an evaluation of 
their abilities be the object of this study ( ODO , )

Data analysis procedures

Furthermore, e highlight that the audio for each intervie  as transcribed 
by professionals qualified in the subject and duly hired for the total execution of the 
tas  he reproductions resulted in  pages of text ith double spacing and came 
to a total of t enty hours and thirty-three minutes of uninterrupted or  A reference 
code, comprising letters and numbers, relating the respondent to the numerical order 
of the intervie , as given to analyse and detail the  intervie s  ivo  soft are 

as also used  ashtags ere applied merely as lin s to identify the PP (President 
Pastor) intervie ee and ordered number of the conversation (from  to ), varying 
from PP  to PP  o ever only  of the  intervie s ere considered for the 
present study, identified as follo s  PP , PP , PP , PP , PP , PP , 
PP , PP , PP , PP  and PP

Presentation of the results, analysis and interpretation

e sought to describe the intense demands and con icts of identity imposed on 
this challenging occupation  evangelical pastors  he literature explains the expression 
social identification  in t o ays, one as a state  hich refers to that part of personal 

identity hich derives from its association ith a social group (e g , a club, religious 
denomination and educational institution, among others)  he second form refers to 
the process  of aligning personal and social identity ( RE ER,  )  hus, 
understanding the construction of identity becomes imperative, as it addresses a cyclical 
process hich does not end hen the individual initially identifies ith an institution 
( RA ER  LEO ARDELLI  LI I S O , )

As a result, the identity is adjusted, evolves and is subject to various in uences, 
including organi ational, professional and vocational demands  o ever, the individual 
impetus for personal social change (AS FOR  AEL,  RA ER  LEO ARDELLI  
LI I S O ,  ARRA  FO SECA  AR ES, ), is described in the follo ing 
interview given by minister PP#16.

In fact it is not your o n choice, ta en from the moment that a person ta es the 
decision to serve od and then, od, I believe , he specifically calls each one for that 

or  hich is useful, so, I understand the ministry as a gift from od  it is not a 
personal choice  In fact, as I understand it , a pastor is not a pastor for a period of 
time  from the moment that he is called by od to the pastorate, I believe that he is 
a pastor  hours a day  there is no separation

Identity demands and identity tensions

It as possible to document some of the expectations of functional and 
ontological identity through these questions  ocational calling to religious practice 
brings a range of demands regarding the minister of the ospel s individual or even 
social identity, hich directly re ect on or -home interactions  hese pastors have a 
multiplicity of responsibilities, as ell as being supervised by C AD , in terms of faith, 
morality and ethics, as set out in the association s statute  o ever, its parishioners 
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also indirectly require a code of ethical and moral conduct, specifically for their 
environment, as sho n on able 

Table 1 – Identity demands and identity tensions.

Name Description

Identity demands:social 
identity as calling

Identity expectations, 
functional or ontological

Identity tensions: 
overidentifications

ocation is perceived as a divine calling and not as a secular 
labour occupation

igh expectations placed on the individual about hat should 
be done or said (functional), or about hat their image should 
transmit (ontological)  

Excessive identification ith one s ecclesiastical responsibility, 
hich causes personal identity that sometimes is not noticed 

by the individual.

Source: The authors.

In addition to this pattern of behaviour, hich at times is also required from his 
family, is a type of personal re ection ith the Church  hus, a positive correlation 
bet een the demands and con icts of identity as a determining factor in deliberations 
regarding a unique taxonomy versus integration ( RA ER  LEO ARDELLI  LI I S O , 

) as found  herefore, these ministers  perception regarding their calling as a 
sacerdotal vocation is understood.

Identity demands: social identity as calling

According to reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( c), a priest s social identity is 
typically associated ith the priesthood as a divine calling and not a job  hen a pastor 

as questioned about his reason for becoming a priest, he replied  A call from od  
(PP ) and another replied  First of all it is a call from od because, in fact, e 
do not appoint ourselves as pastors, e are called for this purpose by od  (PP )

Identity expectations: functional or ontological

he research subjects order their vocations at a real level, in contrast to the 
expectations from those directly or indirectly involved  hese characteristics are 
dichotomous  that is, hen perceived by the individual about hat should be done 
or said hile exercising his priestly function, they reveal his functional property  

ean hile, hen perceived by the same individual as an image that this identity 
should have to ards him or his parishioners, they reveal his ontological property  At 
times these expectations can ta e on the form of specific behaviour and occasionally 
that of ontological expectations

ith this in mind, hen questioned on his perception of these characteristics 
an intervie ee replied

 I understand that every pastor , he is not an employee li e someone ho or s 
at a company but  a job hich is much more than or ing at a company, as a pastor s 
responsibility is really great and very complicated because the pastor has to do the 

or  of a father, a la yer, and he has to be (to a certain extent) a judge  he has to 
be an adviser  (PP )

Identity tensions: overidentification

In the case of these research subjects, the strong identification ith their jobs 
as priests led to a loss of their o n or a unique identity, hich sometimes they did not 
perceive  he majority of the research subjects displayed excess identification of their 
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identity ith the social group to hich it is lin ed, as they are psychologically lin ed 
to it and its practices, sharing their positive and negative experiences, successes and 
failures, through a sense of belonging  ( ARRA  FO SECA  AR ES, , p  )

Furthermore, evidence that excess identification as a common form for the 
interviewees interacting with the sacerdotal vocation was observed in the course of 
the research or, rather, as being healthy and intentional behaviour by them  One of 
the respondents expressed the follo ing  I thin  that separating the function of 
being a pastor ould never happen because after you are ordained, you ill al ays 
be a pastor (PP )   ecause the spiritual ill al ays overlap the material hen 
exercising citi enship (PP )

For instance, one of the pastors replied as follo s during the intervie  y 
or  colleagues  hey say that everything that I do, the ay that I deal ith people 

is due to me being a pastor  (PP )  his infiltration of personal identity ith social 
identity as also perceived in another ay, as recounted in a confrontational situation 
bet een a person and the municipal to n hall  And after I had sho n her the ay 
to resolve the problem  I as ed her if she ould let me pray for her and I prayed 

 I prayed for that oman and at the end she said  ell, conciliator, if my problem 
is not resolved at the city hall, my personal and emotional problem has no  been 
resolved here (PP )

Work-home boundary work tactics

Effectively, in order to allo  for greater clarity and parsimony, a more in-depth 
analysis of certain aspects of the implications reached as also deliberated, including 
the adaptations required to manage the con icts hich emerge at the or -home 
boundary limits, not ithstanding their consequences  In addition, the taxonomy of 
the or -home boundary negotiation tactics added by these pastors in response to 
the inconsistencies perceived is presented, as sho n on able 

Table 2 – Work-home boundary work tactics.

Name Description

PHYSICAL TACTICS

Adapting physical boundaries Construct or deconstruct physical borders or limits bet een 
the work-home domains.

anipulating physical space Create or reduce the physical distance bet een the or -
home domains.

anaging physical artefacts
sing tangible items, li e the ible, calendars, eys, photos 

and e-mail to separate or integrate the or -home domain 
aspects

BEHAVIOURAL TACTICS

sing other people
sing other people s abilities and availability, hich can 

be helpful for the or -home boundary (e g , phone call 
screening).

Levering technology sing technology to promote boundary management (voice 
mail, caller ID, e-mail)

Invoking triage
Prioriti ing demands hich are apparently urgent and 
important from the or -home boundary (e g , pastoral 
emergency).

Allo ing differential 
permeability

Choose hich specific aspects from the or -home boundary 
ill allo  permeability

continued on the next page
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Name Description

TEMPORAL TACTICS

Controlling work time
anipulate regular or sporadic plans (e g , at the or -home 

boundary to be used subsequently, decide hen to perform 
other work tasks).

Finding respite
Remove or -home demands from the protocol for a 
considerable amount of time (e g , vacation, retreats, and 
getaways).

COMMUNICATIVE TACTICS

Setting expectations
anaging expectations before a or -home boundary 

violation (e g , stating preferences for the parish or for the 
family before it occurs).

Confronting violators

Confront the or -home boundary violator(s) during or after 
the boundary violation (e g , suggest a parish man stop 
calling the pastor s home for trivial reasons and out of the 
regular servicing hours).

Source: The authors.

Physical tactics

he physical boundaries of this or -home environment may undergo alterations, 
such as a all at home separating the home o ce  o ever, despite the tangible 
or real perception of physical limits, data from research carried out by reiner, 

ollensbe and Sheep ( ) and ippert-Eng ( ) suggest that they may be literally 
and metaphorically manipulated, hich is consistent ith the social constructivist 
epistemological lens

Adapting physical boundaries

Physical boundaries which involve a connection in the work-home interface were 
established to conserve or dismantle a separation bet een these fields

Clergymen in particular sho ed greater integration in their lives in the or -
home relationship  any dismantled or ea ened physical boundaries, even those 
considered subjective for this purpose  A pastor expressed the follo ing  I do not have 
a set time to see anyone  hey come and find me at any time and I am available  
and there is also a telephone at home  (PP )  A possible comparison can be made 
with the meticulous Who’s Who, regarding the ecclesiastical establishment, at times 
demonstrated in the lin  ith the understanding of his perceived vocational calling

Manipulating physical space

hrough this process, the subject has ays to manipulate the physical limit of 
work-home boundaries. It should be noted that this is a tactic which allows its use 
in distinct criteria, that is, as part of long or short-term planning, in response to an 
immediate di culty ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )

hus, the research data presents examples hich favour this interpretation  his 
is the case for a pastor ho, during the intervie , concluded that many years of full-
time dedication to ecclesiastical or  brought him excessive physical and emotional 
strain, and an opportunity for him to confess  If I ent bac  in time, I ould not do 
it li e that  I ould separate them  (PP )

continued from previous page
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Managing physical artefacts

Physical artefacts are physical and cultural representations, omnipresent in 
personal and social life and visually prominent and tangible, as evidence of a field or 
identity, hich induce the subject to transcend spatial barriers  hese artefacts can be 
found in and symboli e both fields  Also, according to ippert-Eng ( ), individuals 
use them frequently, even if it is subconsciously, as a ay of negotiating or -home 
boundaries  An intervie ee described the follo ing  put on the jac et  it is not 
because you put on the jac et that you go to church but you too  a jac et, put the 
ible under your arm or the briefcase that goes to church  he pastor is going to 

church  (PP )
he presence of photos of children and the pastors on festive occasions at the 

church here they ere responsible for ecclesiastical administration as noted in the 
homes here many of the intervie s ere held through non-participatory observation  
Furthermore, the existence of photos of the pastor ith members of the church, the 
temple and their family members on the coffee table as also noted at the pastors  
o ces, here some of the intervie s ere held  Consequently, extensive crossed 
communication between work and home was seen. 

Behavioural tactics

The evidence showed the use of a behavioural tactic to consciously segment 
or integrate the or -home fields or, in other ords, support a mental movement 
( ER A EL, )  o the author, the transition of conduct in or -home boundaries 
is a direct result of a state of mind  it is syllogistic and has a psychological premise  

Similarly, and as presented by reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( ), the use of 
these tactics ith the aim of decreasing the inconsistency of the or -home boundary, 
boundary violations and or -home con icts ere perceived  hese tactics emphasi e 
the present condition of negotiating and constructing the or -home boundary and 
include communicating expectations

Using other people

he use of the boundary theory concept as a descriptive frame or  allo s the 
demonstration of role transitions of the individuals researched in this study as an activity 
socially normali ed through the boundary (AS FOR  REI ER  F A E, )  
hese agents can create and maintain these boundaries as a ay of simplifying and 

ordering the environment ( ER A EL, )  hus, it as used ith the intention 
of segmenting or integrating the or -home field  he intervie ees provided the 
following information:

I am usually more relaxed but hen this happens  perhaps I am there resting and 
then a person calls  hen, usually my ife ans ers it, if it is something simple  so-
mething normal that she can sort out  she does that  If not, she is completely free 
to call me  (PP )

Clar  ( ) specifically highlighted the boundary controller s role, emphasi ing 
the importance of the aspect that the other people  ho are being used are often the 
same people ho are part of the environmental in uences of this boundary  hus, in 
most cases, they are sho n to be those ho are part of the family environment  An 
intervie ee expressed the follo ing about the question concerning telephone calls 
received:

 my ife ans ers ,  She ill pass on hoever is calling  hoever ants to 
spea  to me so e establish a time  For example, if I am in a meeting, logically she 
as s them to ait until I finish the or  that I am doing  (PP )
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Leveraging technology

he use of technology is sho n to be strategic, in so far that it is used to integrate 
and segment work and home. Some interviewees stated that they chose to segment 

or  and home but, along the same lines, a rmed choosing to integrate, allo ing 
churchgoers to contact them at any time by telephone, hatsApp and e-mail, etc , 

ithout establishing specific times
hen questioned, another pastor revealed that at the time hen he as at home 

ith his family, even sho ing a distinct characteristic from the previous intervie ee, 
he displayed the choice of integrating  And, on the question regarding the time 

hen brothers from the church come to find him, he replied  Al ays, on my mobile 
phone and the phone at home  (PP )  hen questioned hich components of the 
ecclesiastical body have this freedom of calling him at any time, he replied that the 
church has complete freedom  all of them  (PP ), referring to all of the above-
mentioned members.

Invoking triage

The demands of activities on the work-home boundary are usually urgent and 
important, such as ta ing care of children, other family members, and problems ith 
the car or even activities related to another source of income.

aving said that, the subjects need to decide hich fields ill receive adequate 
attention if both are note orthy  hus, quic  pastoral decisions set off from the principle 
of having the construction of the meaning of a set of pre-established priorities in 
advance, before any deviances can occur  An intervie ee replied on ho  he proceeded 

ith pastoral emergencies as follo s

A member called me , ten o cloc  at night  the ife as there, practically ending 
the marriage and anted to leave right then  So, I quic ly ent to their home and 

e tal ed and prayed  I stayed there for almost t o and a half hours but, in the end, 
e ere very successful and the couple reconciled and stayed together  hey are still 

together today  (PP )

Allowing differential permeability

ime limits are distinct for each person, especially on account of their 
idiosyncrasies, hich leads this limit to having a differentiated permeability  For 
example, some home field domains, hether it is the husband, the ife or the 
children, can vary in permeability  hus, they can invo e permeable boundaries ith 
differentiated field levels ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )  In this case, the data 
presented greater adherence to or -home permeability than home- or  but they 
revealed an important step in this direction

An area in hich it became clear as ho  the priesthood tends to select in hich 
aspect of the ministry they involve their spouses and family  Some of the intervie ees 
said that they use real situations hen preaching the gospel, and although their families 
are deeply involved in the or  of the church, to a certain extent it may violate the 

ill or privacy of a family

y daughter had lo  grades at school So, I am preaching at church about us going 
to heaven  our responsibility ith od  So, it is also li e this at school  Including my 
daughter  hen this happened ith her  he teacher  he is a teacher and he explained 
the hole subject  So, he is going to say at the end of the year  here are the students 

ho have passed  those ho did not pass and those ho are having ma e-up classes  
So, I have already quoted this example at church  (PP )
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Temporal tactics

oday s society brings considerable temporal challenges for the contemporary 
or er, including regarding ecclesiastical activities  So, technological and competitive 

tendencies, as ell as the possible transformations in exercising a ministerial 
vocation, reinforced by additional loads of or , hich result in expectations about 
the time that should be spent in order to achieve or -home balance, may happen 
in an environment that is in a lo er level compared to the one considered ideal and 

ished for  In this sense, these evangelical ministers ma e strategic choices about 
the temporary demands around or , that is, ho , hen and ho  much time should 
be dedicated to ecclesiastical activity ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, a   

IPPER -E , )

Controlling work time

As in areas of activity in professional life hich are not merely sacerdotal, there 
are numerous demands hich require time to address  Administering this time in the 
search for personal satisfaction in daily activities is required

One method involved advanced design planning in order to maximi e time spent 
ith the family  An intervie ee explained about his pastoral visits  I al ays try to 

teach my members  that it is good to be in our brother s house  hen he needs it, 
you drop by and ma e a quic  visit and each of us are in our o n homes  (PP )  
And, hen as ed if he thought that he had enough time for himself, he replied  I ma e 
a life schedule  especially because sometimes, hat happens sometimes is that e, 
as pastors, as leaders, I usually ta e my car and drive to a nearby beach, sit do n  
organi e my ideas slo ly  (PP )  

On the same subject, another intervie ee said that one day of rest as set 
every ee  and that he acted naturally  on this day  It is a day of rest  (PP )  
ut he advised that, if necessary, this day of rest ould be immediately interrupted 

and gave an example of this  It is a day of rest but I am on call  It is li e a soldier  
he as not conscripted but is aiting to be called at any time  (PP )

Finding respite

Improvising routine stoppages, together ith other activities, such as holidays 
and spiritual retreats, can provide a significant improvement to or -home interactions 
and the general ell-being of the community, as ell as preventing or even extending 
opportunities for boundary violations ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )  

Aiming to successfully use the time tactic, the respondents recogni ed that it 
as necessary to leave the city here they live, such as having one day off per ee , 

or even annual holidays, hich only bring the results desired hen certain criteria are 
observed, such as physical distance  hen as ed if, at the time hen he ta es a holiday, 
he distances himself from his church or home, one pastor replied  I go  a ay ith 
my family  e get in the car and go out of the state  I leave the vice-president there 
and I leave  to spend some time ith my family  to really get some rest  (PP )  
Similarly, another pastor explained  ou can t do it on one date but you can do it on 
another  So I have the right to holidays  I have a day off every ee  sometimes I 
don t do it on the day that I ant but e can do it  (PP )
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Communicative tactics

he last of the four classifications for tactics to negotiate the or -home 
boundary consists of communicative strategies  In this case, it is about the cognition 
as an element that is vital to each of the previous classifications

Setting expectations 

Determining perspectives means linear or dimensional preferences of the or -
home boundary for members, such as spouses, relatives, children and parishioners, 
among other interested parties ( REI ER  OLLE S E  S EEP, )  he follo ing 
case sho s the type of communication at the moment hen a pastor receives a call 
at an unconventional time  I usually guide this person and say, Loo , hy don t 
you try to act li e this  (PP )  Another intervie ee, hen questioned on this 
theme, expressed  e teach this at church, at the service  the brethren are a are 
of this  (PP )

Confronting violators

Parallel to the previous setting expectations  tactic, the confronting violators  
technique ta es place after a problem occurs ith or -home boundaries  hese 
situations often acquire the form of previously described boundary violations but the 
distinction is ithin the timing of the occasion  According to reiner, ollensbe and 
Sheep ( ), this tactic is used to correct behaviour seen as inappropriate for the 
work-home boundary.

A brother comes loo ing for you, and in the conversation he has that personal demand, 
so you already see that there is no need to ma e a storm in a tea cup  hat, in our 
conversation, he is advised to be patient, to ait  it is not something for no , it is  
long term (PP )

It is perceived that the e cacy of the above-mentioned tactics is sho n by their 
intervention and an a posteriori explanation  herefore, the data display the result 
of a sensitive experience and not mere speculation (FLORES, )  In the example 
given, it is noted that these pastors interpreted their parishioners  requirements and, 
through dialogue, made them see that some aspects of their demands ere not as 
urgent as they had imagined  Obviously, not all of the situations fall into the categories 
sho n as being a boundary violation but the objectivity of the examples presents the 
inter-subjectivity of the boundary theory nature

Discussion and conclusions

Analysing the process of adapting and managing domestic and professional 
con icts, hich interfere in the harmony of evangelical pastors  or  and homes, as 
central to this research  hus, the purpose hich tends to be propaedeutic, that is, 
to reach, even if only partially, aedificium�scientia�as a demonstrative and apodictic 
system, does not remain merely as an ideal but, instead, as an apophantic connection 
bet een theory and practice  
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At this juncture, the search for greater integration re ects the tendency for 
ea ening or -home boundaries, and, upon analysing the structure of ecclesiastical 

government, e noticed through research data, non-participant analysis and secondary 
data, that the lesser the po er of the ecclesiastical establishment, the higher the 
tendency for the pastor to individually see  to assert himself ith the members of 
this church  hus, the presence of characteristics of a transformational leadership 
is manifested through individualist values lin ed to success and excellence, parallel 
to the sacerdotal vocation  Adopting the principles of adaptability, innovation and 
competitiveness are sho n to be subjectively in tune ith vocational objectives  

In light of this, a number of re ections emerge from this study  hile the 
same taxonomy used by reiner, ollensbe and Sheep ( ) as found, the sharp 
distinction noted as that the subjects leaned more to ards integration in their or -
home boundary interactions  hus, this phenomenon as seen as a consequence 
of the ecclesiastical government structure  hrough this management system, it is 
sho n to be interspersed, as if dealing ith a pact bet een the ay of congregating 
and episcopal government, hich can also be explained by the expression Ecclesiola 
in Ecclesia, and that is, to some extent, observing small churches ithin a larger one  
It is highlighted that these small churches, although integrated into a larger context, 
in this case the C AD , maintain their o n freedom, autonomy and sovereignty  In 
these terms, according to Aristotle ( ), the spoudaios or, that is, a mature man, 
is one ho has made his soul submit to reason, by ma ing reality his traditional 
state of mind.

he prominent distinction in relation to reiner, ollensbe and Sheep s ( ) 
research as regarding the strategies of using other people and applying technology 
as a ay of bringing individuals together, even if they are at a distance  In this ay, 
at times in hich assistance is not possible, other people ma e up for the pastor s 
absence using technology  hese people are al ays attentive to their religious 
community s needs  Consequently, the point in common is in the perception that 
these tactics are synergistic, in the sense that they extend the benefits or uses of 
the strategies employed by the subjects, ith the aim of easing a con ict and even 
reducing urgent violations.

Proceeding ith this line of thin ing, a more intensive presence of violation by 
intrusion than violation at a distance as demonstrated, interspersed in the pastors  
daily lives  Consequently, hen these pastors try to segment or -home boundaries, 
integration is enforced by using various strategies (e g , strategies of using other 
people or even technology)  his phenomenon became evident on observing that social 
identity, invigorated by excessive identification regarding its functional or ontological 
expectation, expresses the immanent desire to belong or the presupposition prevalent 
in this observed behaviour of the relevance of the place of belonging  Consequently, 
the focus of the generation hich is fixed to organi ations is perceived

hus, the research data reinforced the presence of a areness as a delimiting 
parameter for the sense of responsibility as to ho  the consequences that each one 
of their acts and thoughts ill continue eternally ith this minister, boasting a self-
identity  In this sense, the immanent feeling of responsibility for something in life 

as seen in the subjects, as a ay of training them to transcend a di cult situation  
herefore, loyalty to the meaning of obedient existence to a vocation as the 

determining element to the meaning of individual life and the cognoscitive strength 
of the mind and, in these terms, this perception is in line ith Fran l s ( ) study  
herefore, a distinct, deep and permanent trait in the individual of seeing things in 

his daily rhetoric was revealed.
A clear example of the comparative distinction of the research results as seen 

through the strength of culture displayed in this country, here all of these pastors 
are incorporated into ra ilian culture  A culture hich is, according to ofstede 
( ), a more collectivist culture than American culture, defined by the author as 
more individualist (in the calculation of a comparative analysis of these countries)  
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hus, the results defended by re er ( ) and reiner, ollensbe and Sheep 
( c), that the desire for more inclusion leads to a preference for integration 
tactics, as confirmed

From this perspective, investigating the imaginary and psychology of the 
ecclesiastical classes as required to try to explain the causes of their individual 
and social behaviour and firm attachment to their doctrinal and dogmatic concepts  
In this case, e concluded that someone that does something vocational is 

holeheartedly dedicated to something, ithout economic need or pleasure  Or 
better still, it drives them to continue to be dedicated to this tas , as if it as the 
most important thing in the orld, even hen it ma es them tired and causes 
physical and mental strain  Consequently, e recommend future studies focus on the 
possibility of redesigning the organi ational locus, ith the vie  to discovering the 
point to hich the research subject ithstands the loss of a sense of belonging and 
its correlated consequences  ot ithstanding, future studies could focus on these 
ministers  familiar social locus ith the objective of confronting the perception of 
reality experienced by their spouses and children, that is, ho  the presiding pastors  
wives see the work-home boundary nature of negotiation within the ecclesiastical 
practice scope
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